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Objective: The authors conducted a ge-
netic linkage study of families that have
both autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and
language-impaired probands to find com-
mon communication impairment loci.
The hypothesis was that these families
have a high genetic loading for impair-
ments in language ability, thus influenc-
ing the language and communication
deficits of the family members with ASD.
Comprehensive behavioral phenotyping
of the families also enabled linkage
analysis of quantitative measures, includ-
ing normal, subclinical, and disordered
variation in all family members for the
three general autism symptom domains:
social, communication, and compulsive
behaviors.

Method: The primary linkage analysis
coded persons with either ASD or spe-
cific language impairment as “affected.”
The secondary linkage analysis consisted

of quantitativemetrics of autism-associated
behaviors capturing normal to clinically
severe variation, measured in all family
members.

Results: Linkage to language phenotypes
was established at two novel chromo-
somal loci, 15q23–26 and 16p12. The
secondary analysis of normal and disor-
dered quantitative variation in social and
compulsive behaviors established linkage
to two loci for social behaviors (at 14q and
15q) and one locus for repetitive behaviors
(at 13q).

Conclusion: These data indicate shared
etiology of ASD and specific language im-
pairment at twonovel loci. Additionally, non-
language phenotypes based on social
aloofness and rigid personality traits showed
compelling evidence for linkage in this study
group. Further geneticmapping iswarranted
at these loci.

(Am J Psychiatry 2014; 171:72–81)

Autism is a severe neurodevelopmental disorder
characterized by altered functioning in three domains: 1)
social interaction, 2) communication, and 3) stereotyped
behavior and/or restricted interests and activities. Sepa-
rately, there is a well-known classification in language
disorders for children who have difficulties in acquiring
language but are otherwise neurologically and psycholog-
ically normal, known as specific language impairment.
Given that both disorders have a language component to
their diagnosis, previous work has suggested that specific
language impairment and autismcould have shared genetic
contributors. This hypothesis is supported by a series of
genetic mapping studies examining the relationship be-
tween autism and language impairment in complementary
ways (1–11).

Autism linkage mapping studies have examined the
relationship of language and autism with two paradigms.
The first paradigm used the language delay status of
probands with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) to stratify
families into two groups, most often based on presence or
absence of phrase speech by 36months of age. Stratification
on phrase speech delay is based on the premise that there
are subgroups of autism that canbe genetically differentiated
by language status. The language stratification paradigm has

yielded autism findings on chromosomes 2q24–32 (5, 6),
7q22–32 (4), and 13q21–22 (4); this 13q region is also linked to
specific language impairment in non-ASD groups (2, 3, 7). At
all three locations, stratifying ASD families on phrase speech
delay in an a priori design nearly perfectly separated families
that were linked to the given locus from families that were
not. Some loci were linked only in families including a person
with ASD and phrase speech delay, and other loci were
linked only in families without phrase speech delay. In
contrast, a replication study used both stratification of
families and determination of affection status in non-ASD
parents based on self-report of language impairment history
in childhood (8). This study found that the coding of parents
as affected on the basis of a history of language intervention
or language delay minimally influenced the results, and
while the group with phrase speech delay did have more
evidence of linkage, the chromosome 2, 7, and 13 findings
were not replicated.
The second paradigm used language phenotypes to

directly map loci for either a quantitative language trait or
language impairment as a dichotomous trait within
families with ASD. Genome-wide locus mapping for the
quantitative language trait in ASD was performed by using
two items from the Autism Diagnostic Interview–Revised
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(12), “age in months of onset of first word” and “age in
months of onset of phrase speech”; both showed linkage to
7q36 (9, 10). CNTNAP2, a gene also associated with both
specific language impairment and normal language de-
velopment, was later shown to be the most likely can-
didate responsible for this linkage (11), thus providing
evidence that genetic variation relevant to both ASD and
language impairment can occur within the same gene.
We present here what we believe to be the first linkage/

association study to use a novel paradigm that comple-
ments both the stratification and quantitative trait locus
approaches, in order to better understand the relevance of
language variation in ASD. We selected families for the
presence of both autism and specific language impairment
under the hypothesis that if the two conditions are
etiologically related, then this selection scheme will enrich
our study group for loci related to language difficulties in
autism and will also reduce the genetic heterogeneity of
ASD. Within these families, we collected state-of-the-art
language phenotypes in relatives and, whenever possible,
individuals with ASD. This study thus likely represents the
most comprehensive family-based language phenotyping
in a molecular genetic study of ASD.
We tested the hypothesis of genetic overlap by perform-

ing our analysis assuming that ASD and language impair-
ments have the same underlying genetic etiology (i.e., we
considered phenotypes from both disorders as equally
affected) and then performed genome-wide linkage scans.
Our analyses coded individuals with oral or written lan-
guage impairments without ASD, as well as individuals with
similar types of oral and written language impairments and
ASD, as “affected.” Additionally, persons with ASD who
could not be evaluated by means of quantitative language
measures were incorporated into the analysis by using
a method for censored data (i.e., systematically missing
data), which in this case was based on the assumption that
the censoring was due to low language ability (13) (see also
the supplementary methodological information in the data
supplement accompanying the online version of this
article). Our study design ismost effective formapping loci
that are etiologically relevant to both ASD and language
impairment. If ASD and language impairment are geneti-
cally unrelated in these families, then coding both disorders
as “affected” in the same analysis will reduce evidence for
linkage or association. Positive findings were formally tested
to determine whether autism or specific language impair-
ment or both contributed to detected linkage signals.
The phenotypic battery also included 17 quantitative

population-normed language assessments andquantitative
measures of social and compulsive behaviors. As a second-
ary objective, we performed linkage analysis using these
quantitative data to capture both normal variation and
clinically severe variation on the same scale, an analysis
generally considered to be more powerful than analyses
that classify subjects only as affected or unaffected. To our
knowledge, these analyses included the first use of the

Yale-BrownObsessive Compulsive Scale (YBOCS) (14–17)
in a molecular genetic study of autism.

Method

Overview of Design

Our primary goal was to find genetic variation relevant to both
language impairments and ASD, using a set of previously de-
scribed families recruited for the presence of persons with autism
and of separate individuals with specific language impair-
ment (18). To accomplish our goal, we created subgroups from
79 families (see Table S1 in the online data supplement) ac-
cording to phenotypic characteristics. We established three
groups of families that we denoted tiers 1–3. Tier 1 (N=46) con-
sisted of families with both an autism proband and a different
proband with specific language impairment, as defined in this
study group previously (18), or, in a few cases, one autism pro-
band and one ASD proband with low language ability (19, 20).
Individuals with ASD plus language impairment were contrasted
with ASD probands who had normal language ability and ASD
probands who were nonverbal; this last category is often ignored
in the literature since language cannot be quantitatively assessed.

Tier 1 had an internal contrast since any observed linkage could
be further examined by excluding either the language-impaired
proband or the autism proband to understand the connection of
each disorder to the linkage signal on a locus-by-locus basis. The
other two tiers included ASD families that did not have
a language-impaired proband or a proband with ASD plus
language impairment according to direct testing (in the literature
this is often called ALI for “autism-language impaired”). Tier 2
(N=15) consisted of multiplex ASD families without a language-
impaired proband in which neither ASD proband was opera-
tionally defined as language impaired (neither having structural
language deficits nor nonverbal). Tier 3 contained families (N=9)
with an ASD proband and at least one relative who scored in the
impaired range on either the Social Responsiveness Scale, a well-
studied inventory of social functioning (21, 22), or the YBOCS,
used to evaluate obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) in psychi-
atric evaluations (14–17). For association analysis, an additional
nine ASD trios (N=9) were added to tier 3.

Prior to behavioral testing all subjects gave informed consent
conforming to the guidelines for treatment of human subjects
at Rutgers University. All family members, including higher-
functioning family members with ASD, received age-appropriate
measures of language and reading (see Table S2 in the online data
supplement). Descriptive statistics by diagnostic group (specific
language impairment, autism, and other) have been previously
published (18). Observed correlations between measures are in
Table S3 of the online data supplement.

For the purpose of categorical phenotype linkage or associa-
tion analysis, we defined oral language impairment, called “LI” in
our previous articles (2, 3, 7), as either an age-appropriate
Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals–Fourth Edition
(CELF24) core standard score of 85 or less, or at least 1 SD below
peers on at least 60% of all oral language subtest scores, and
a significant history of language or reading difficulties, defined as
more than 2 years of intervention and/or a childhood diagnosis
of language and/or reading impairment. For the purpose of
finding loci that jointly influence oral language impairment and
ASD, we defined “LI*” as a phenotype that includes persons
affected with our definition of language impairment as well as
persons affected with ASD (i.e., etiological equivalence).

In our previous studies of multiplex language impairment
families, we observed many instances of semicompensated
adults with a childhood diagnosis of language problems and
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currently demonstrating weak language skills who did not cross
the threshold for language impairment but did meet the criteria
for reading impairment (2, 3, 7). On the basis of our prior
successful mapping of a locus for specific language impairment
with that reading impairment phenotype (2, 3, 7), we defined
written language (reading) impairment, called “RI” in our
previous publications (2, 3, 7, 18), as at least 1 SD below the
population mean on 60% of all reading tests and subtests. For the
purpose of finding shared loci that jointly influence written
language impairment and ASD, we defined “RI*” as a phenotype
that includes persons affected with our definition of reading
impairment as well as persons affected with ASD (i.e., etiological
equivalence). Throughout this article, LI* and RI* refer to our
specific diagnostic definitions of language impairment and/or
ASD and reading impairment and/or ASD, respectively, while the
term “language impairment” is meant in a more general sense to
apply to oral and/or written language impairments, in context.

Genotyping

Affymetrix Axiom 1.0 arrays (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, Calif.) were
used to generate 567,893 single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
genotypes on 440 individuals from the 79 families. Quality control
on the SNP genotypes was conducted as described previously (7),
with additional details included in the supplementary methodo-
logical information in the online data supplement, according to
individual/SNP genotype completion, relationship checking,
Mendelian errors, and ancestry. A subset of 8,086 SNPs was
chosen for linkage analysis to minimize marker-to-marker linkage
disequilibrium and retain a high frequency of minor alleles to
provide suitable genomic coverage of recombination events in the
pedigrees. The association analysis used all SNPs that met quality
control standards and had a frequency of minor alleles greater
than 0.05, yielding 529,874 SNPs. Validation genotyping was
conducted on a Luminex 200 machine (Luminex, Austin, Tex.)
by means of a custom oligonucleotide ligation assay (23), with
allele calling and quality control as described elsewhere (7, 24).

Statistical Analysis

Overall data analysis plan. We first conducted genome-wide
linkage scans with follow-up association analysis in the linkage
regions. We also conducted a genome-wide association analysis
over the remainder of the genome. Given the depth of phenotyping,
it was not considered reasonable to perform univariate analyses of
all 21 cognitive measures on a genome-wide basis because of the
difficulty of interpreting results from analyses of many correlated
traits. Instead, we opted for a mix of empirically and theoretically
driven phenotypes. We used two categorical phenotypes, LI* for
oral language impairment and RI* for written language (reading)
impairment, the latter being a strong indicator of an unresolved
oral language impairment in multiplex pedigrees with specific
language impairment (reading deficits caused by an underlying
language deficit) according to our previous studies (2, 3, 7). We
also derived three quantitative traits using a factor analysis
(details appear in the online data supplement) to reduce the
phenotypic data, which we called factors 1 through 3 (factor
loadings are shown in Table S4). To elucidate possible shared
etiology in language-phenotype-linked regions, follow-up anal-
yses were conducted to assess whether ASD or language im-
pairment or both were required to detect the linkage peak. The
nonlanguage traits were analyzed as quantitative traits, which
included scores on the YBOCS and the Social Responsiveness
Scale. Scores on the Social Responsiveness Scale were also
analyzed as a dichotomous trait based on a threshold indicating
mild impairment (see online data supplement).

Linkage/association analysis methods. Linkage and associa-
tion analyses were conducted with the KELVIN 2.3.3 package (25;

http://kelvin.mathmed.org/). KELVIN implements the posterior
probability of linkage (PPL) metric to measure the probability
that a genetic location is linked with the trait of interest and
the combined posterior probability of linkage disequilibrium
(cPPLD) metric to measure the probability that a SNP is in
linkage disequilibrium with the trait of interest conditional on
the evidence for linkage at a given locus. It is important to note
that the cPPLD uses a pedigree likelihood that explicitly accounts
for family structure while assessing the evidence that linkage
disequilibrium between the SNP and the disease is present (26,
27). In quantitative trait analysis for which some ASD subjects
lacked data because of an inability to participate in some
cognitive tests, the measures for those individuals were treated as
censored data, meaning the true scores were unknown but were
known to be below a threshold. These analyses were handled by
using the PPL model for censored data (13, 28), as described
in the online data supplement. The sex-averaged marker map
for linkage was obtained from the Rutgers Combined Linkage-
Physical Map of the Human Genome (29).

Primary linkage analysis of language phenotypes was conducted
on each of the three tiers separately, and the linkage evidence was
sequentially updated across the three tiers to provide a single
metric for linkage evidence. Follow-up family-based association
analysis was conducted similarly; however, families that contained
persons that were not of European ancestry (N=1 in tier 3) were
dropped from the association analysis since combining samples
with different genetic ancestries can generate false positive results
(24). For nonlanguage phenotypes, all families were run as a single
data set.

Statistical correction for multiple phenotypes. In order to
assess the effect of performing multiple genome scans using
correlated phenotypic traits, we simulated 3,000 genomes without
regard to phenotypes to create an empirical null distribution for
estimating p values. We simulated chromosomes using the same
SNP allele frequency and genetic distances as in our linkage data
set. For each simulated genome, we conducted an analysis with
the five phenotypes, saving the overall maximum PPL per repli-
cated genome. This list of maximum PPLs is the null distribution
accounting for analysis with our five phenotypes, using our specific
pedigree configuration and patterns of missing data, etc. After
correction for multiple phenotypes, a PPL of 0.347 or greater
retained a genome-wide error rate consistent with p,0.001, a PPL
of 0.269 corresponded to p,0.01, and a PPL of 0.104 corresponded
to p,0.05. These threshold values are slightly higher than those in
two previous studies of the false positive rate of the PPL (3, 30)
because of correction for multiple phenotypes in the present study.

Results

Initial Linkage Results for Language

We performed a genome-wide linkage analysis using two
categorical definitions of language impairment (affected
and unaffected status) and three quantitative language
scores from a factor analysis of all 21 language measures,
which we denoted factor 1, factor 2, and factor 3 (see Table
S4 in the online data supplement). The first trait, abbrevi-
ated LI*, defined individuals as affected if they possessed
either an oral language impairment or ASD. The second
trait, abbreviated RI*, defined individuals as affected if they
possessed either a written language impairment or ASD. LI*
produced clear evidence of linkage to chromosome 15, and
RI* showed linkage to chromosome 16, as shown in Figure 1
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(with a summary of all large linkage peaks given in Table 1).
The PPL is scaled such that the genome-wide plots show
very clear signal-to-noise ratios, as seen in the figure. The
magnitudes of both signals (.0.35) have type I error rates
appropriate for establishing linkage in a genome-wide scan,
even after accounting for testing of multiple phenotypes
(see Method section). Table 1 also includes the mod score,
the fully maximized lod score (logarithm of the odds ratio
for linkage), to allow comparison of the PPL to a statistic
with a more commonly used scale; the estimated disease
gene frequency and risk probabilities by genotype (pene-
trances) for the linkage peak are also included in the table,
including the estimate of the proportion of families linked
to a given locus (a).
Chromosome 15q23–26.2 was linked to LI* with a maxi-

mum PPL of 0.57 and implicating a region of 24.2 Mb from
73 cM to 106 cM. As can be seen on the left side of Figure 2,
the linked region has a 15-cM high-confidence linkage
region with a much larger low-confidence region (to the
right) that accounts for about half of the total implicated
region. Nonverbal IQ was not linked at this locus, indicating
a dissociation of language and intelligence at this locus, as
expected, since specific language impairment does not
include deficits in intelligence. We next wanted to assess
how the level of language impairment in the ASD subjects
(language impairment, normal language, or nonverbal) in
each family modulates the linkage signal. We therefore
defined a metric to quantify the relative contribution of the
three language levels, which indicated homogeneous con-
tributions from all three groups to the linkage at this peak

(in the online data supplement, see “Assessing the relative
contribution of the three proband types to the final PPL”).
Family-based association analysis of all available SNPs

with frequencies of minor alleles above 0.05 in the linked
region yielded only weak evidence of association, with
amaximumcPPLDof 0.06. These results are not consistent
with strong evidence for association that would account
for the observed linkage. However, the Axiom array SNPs
in the region successfully haplotype tagged only 48% of the
common variation (as described in the online supplemen-
tal methods, with results in Table S5); thus, follow-up of
the region based on this SNP genotyping platform should
be considered incomplete.
Chromosome 16p12.1–12.3 was linked to RI* over 8.9 Mb

from35 cM to 49 cM,with amaximumPPL of 0.36 (Figure 2,
right). All three ASD language levels contributed equally
to the PPL (see “Assessing the relative contribution of the
three proband types to the final PPL” in the online data
supplement). Similar to the chromosome 15 results,
analysis of nonverbal IQ as a quantitative trait yielded
evidence against linkage at this locus (PPL=0.017, or below
the prior probability of linkage, which is 0.02), indicating
a dissociation of language and intelligence at this locus as
well. Follow-up cPPLD analysis to find SNPs that accounted
for the linkage signal yielded a maximum cPPLD of 0.08 at
a single SNP (next highest cPPLD=0.02). Genotyped SNPs in
this region successfully tagged only 55% of the common
variation (Table S5 in the online data supplement).
Additional language-related peaks of interest (PPL.0.20)

were observed on chromosome 7 with factor 2 (the second

FIGURE 1. Genome-Wide Linkage Analysis of Five Language-Related Traits in 70 Families With Both Autism Spectrum
Disorder (ASD) and Specific Language Impairmenta
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a The PPL is scaled such that values below 0.02 represent evidence against linkage to that location while values higher than 0.02 represent
evidence for linkage to that location. A PPL of exactly 0.02 indicates that the data are not informative for linkage. The peaks on chromosomes
15 and 16, which represent the LI* and RI* phenotypes, respectively, clearly stand out from the rest of the genome, and overall the PPL
displays a high signal-to-noise ratio for linkage mapping. While the three factor scores lack strong peaks, several regions of potential interest
are identified.

b PPL, posterior probability of linkage.
c LI* represents oral language impairment and/or ASD. RI* represents reading impairment and/or ASD.
d The factors were derived from 21 standardized measures of language, as described in the data supplement accompanying the online version
of this article. Factor loadings are presented in Table S4 in the data supplement.
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trait defined from the factor analysis of all 21 language
tests) and chromosomes 2 and 9 with factor 3 (the third
trait defined from our factor analysis). The linkage to
chromosome 7 (PPL=0.21), located over the region con-
taining CNTNAP2, has been replicated in both ASD
and specific language impairment. This PPL may be
considered appropriately large to replicate the CNTNAP2
locus.

Further Characterization of the Roles of Language
and Autism at Linked Loci

We sought to define the relative contributions of autism
and language impairment to the linkage results on 15q and

16p, i.e., to assess whether the two disorders contribute
equally to those linkage findings as an indication of the
equivalence of the disorders. We restricted these analyses
to tier 1 since only this subset of families contains both
autism and language-impaired probands in each pedigree.
Each locus was assessed separately. We assessed the
specificity of chromosome 15 for language impairment
versus autism by removing the autism proband from each
pedigree and repeating the linkage analysis, then doing
a separate and equivalent analysis after removing the
language-impaired proband and retaining the autism
proband. In both cases, the linkage signal was greatly
reduced (PPLs dropped to 0.02 and 0.04). Similarly, on

TABLE 1. Large Peaksa in Linkage Analysis of Language Impairment in 70 Families With Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and
Specific Language Impairment

Maximizing Model

Estimated
Genotypic

Effect for Locusc

Phenotype
Chromo-
some cM PPL

Band
Range

Width
(Mb)

Fully
Maximized
Lod Scoreb 2/2 +/2 +/+

Disease
Gene

Frequency

Heterogeneity
Parameter in
Admixture

Likelihood (a)d

Yale-Brown Obsessive
Compulsive Scale

13 58 0.36 q14.3–21.3 17.3 4.2 –3.0 0.00 3.00 0.300 0.7

Social Responsiveness
Scale dichotomous
trait

14 117 0.37 q32.2–32.23 7.6 3.5 0.0 0.10 0.80 0.100 1.0

LI* traite 15 83 0.57 q23–26.2 24.2 4.1 0.0 0.70 0.99 0.001 1.0
Social Responsiveness

Scale quantitative
trait

15 120 0.52 q26.2–26.3 6.2 4.5 –2.0 1.00 2.00 0.100 0.9

RI* traite 16 43 0.36 p12.1–12.3 8.9 4.6 0.0 0.00 0.90 0.200 1.0
a A large peak was defined as a posterior probability of linkage (PPL) above 0.35.
b Sometimes referred to as a mod score.
c For categorical analysis these quantities are penetrances, and for quantitative traits they are genotypic means on a z-score scale.
d Estimate of the proportion of families linked to a given locus.
e LI* represents oral language impairment and/or ASD. RI* represents reading impairment and/or ASD.

FIGURE 2. Follow-Up Association Analysis of SNPs Under Genetic Linkage Peaks for Oral Language and Reading Impairment
Phenotypes in 79 Families With Both Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and Specific Language Impairment
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chromosome 16 we removed the autism proband from
each pedigree, yielding a PPL of 0.03, and removed one
non-ASD reading-impaired subject from the linkage
analysis, giving a PPL of 0.06. Therefore, both the 15q
and 16p loci are sensitive to the presence of both autism
and language impairment. However, the reduction in PPL
signals could have been the result of lower power due to
inclusion of fewer affected individuals in the analysis or
loss of specific and relevant disease information. To rule
out the former, we then used a permutation study to assess
whether removing language-impaired and/or ASD sub-
jects from the analysis induced a greater average drop in
the PPL than removing subjects randomly (see also
“Assessing the within-family relative contributions of
language impairment and ASD to the final PPL” in the
online data supplement). For chromosome 15, the
permutation test indicated significantly greater effects
of specifically removing subjects with language impair-
ment and ASD on the PPL than other combinations
(p,0.01). This was not the case for chromosome 16, where
the test was not significant, indicating that low power
cannot be ruled out as a confound when interpreting the
contributions of reading impairment and autism to this
linkage peak.
To test whether our phenotypic definitions of LI* and

RI* were too restricted, we also repeated the linkage
analysis on chromosomes 15 and 16 using a combined
phenotypic definition of both oral and written language
impairment, where persons were defined as affected
if they were either LI* or RI* (or both). For both
chromosomes, the PPL was attenuated to less than half
the original linkage signal (dropping to 0.19 and 0.12)
and the linkage region was greatly broadened (data not
shown).

Linkage Analysis of Nonlanguage Phenotypes

All families were ascertained only for language pheno-
types in the individuals without ASD, not for any non-
language characteristics of the broad autism phenotype.
However, we quantitatively assessed social responsiveness
and aspects of obsessive-compulsiveness in all pedigree
members able to participate in an assessment, and we
used the phenotypes for linkage analysis. Results are
summarized in Figure 3. We analyzed the YBOCS score as
a quantitative trait yielding a PPL of 0.36 on 13q14.3–21.33
(55 to 63 cM), with the peak directly over PCDH20, close to
loci in previous linkage studies of ASD and language
impairment (2–4). The linked region is 17.3 Mb in size.
Analysis of all available SNPs withminor allele frequencies
above 0.05 did not yield any cPPLD results over 0.02
(Figure 4, left). Two smaller peaks of interest occurred on
chromosomes 8 (PPL=0.22) and 21 (PPL=0.22) with no
cPPLDs under those peaks greater than 0.03.
Our analysis of the Social Responsiveness Scale was

conducted two ways. The first was as a quantitative trait,
using the numerical scores generated by the test. This
yielded a linkage peak PPL of 0.52 on chromosome
15q26.2–26.3 (113 to 133 cM) that does not overlap with
the LI* peak described above (Figure 4, center). We observed
three SNPs spanning 3 Mb (rs12440787, rs7170868,
rs9672677) with cPPLD values of 0.07 under this peak, but
none was in linkage disequilibrium with another and so
they do not represent a single coherent signal. In addition,
we observed two smaller peaks on chromosomes 16
(PPL=0.27) and 18 (PPL=0.25). The second analysis used
the “mild” impairment threshold (see online data supple-
ment) to dichotomize scores on the Social Responsiveness
Scale for analysis. We chose to create this simple distinction
between mild impairment and no impairment since this

FIGURE 3. Genome-Wide Linkage Analysis of Three Non-Language-Related Traits in 70 Families With Both Autism Spectrum
Disorder (ASD) and Specific Language Impairmenta
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a The largest signals for the three traits were on chromosomes 13, 14, and 15. No overlap was observed between the analyses of the Social
Responsiveness Scale quantitative and dichotomous traits.

b PPL, posterior probability of linkage.
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classification is commonly used in the broader autism
phenotype literature. We saw the peak PPL of 0.37 on
chromosome 14q32.2–32.33 (110–126 cM) encompass-
ing 7.7 Mb (Figure 4, right). No cPPLD from available
SNPs in these regions was greater than 0.02.

Genome-Wide Association Analysis

Linkage analysis requires only a limited number of SNPs
to attain essentially full information, and thus it used only
8,086 of the 529,874 SNPs that passed quality control
filtering. We conducted association analyses on the
529,874 genome-wide SNPs, yielding 19 SNPs with cPPLD
values above 0.10 (SNP names are given in Table S6 in the
online data supplement). We then performed follow-up
genotyping, using a different platform, of these SNPs and
SNPs in strong linkage disequilibrium (r2.0.95) for
validation, and we conducted cPPLD analysis using both
linkage information from the families and linkage disequi-
librium with the trait. The highest cPPLD value, 0.20, was
located at rs3792495 for the factor 2 trait.

Discussion

We identified two linkage peaks for language impairment
in families with both language impairment and ASD
(15q25.1 and 16p12.3) that do not overlap with previously
discovered ASD or language impairment loci. The two
linkage signals showed specificity for oral language im-
pairments for 15q and for written language impairment for
16p. This specificity was evidenced by attenuation of the
linkage signals when a combined oral/written language
impairment phenotype was applied, suggesting there is
a subset of individuals with reading problems who do not
have comorbid oral language deficits. Additionally, there
was no evidence that either locus is primarily related to
language impairment alone or ASD alone; rather, it appears
that each locus is jointly related to both language impairment

and ASD. These findings are in keeping with the goal of the
study, to find genetic variation that is relevant to both
disorders. To our knowledge, this is the first molecular
genetic study of families that have both a language-impaired
proband and an autism proband, and we hypothesize that
these families have a high genetic loading for impairments
in language ability, further influencing the language and
communication deficits of the ASD probands. In our
previous study (18), we also observed that the average
scores on a standardized test of the social use of language
(pragmatics) were similar in the language-impaired and ASD
subjects in these families. Pragmatic impairment is not part
of the defined deficits in specific language impairment but is
commonly seen in ASD, suggesting that the two disorders,
as seen in the families selected by our ascertainment
criteria and recruitment methods, may be on an etiological
continuum.
There were also several compelling linkage peaks for

nonlanguage traits even though the ascertainment scheme
did not include any requirements regarding nonlanguage
traits beyond the ASD proband. The Social Responsiveness
Scale peak on 15q26.3 was the second largest in the study
(PPL=0.52) and had the narrowest linkage region (6.2 Mb).
This region was implicated in a meta-analysis of ASD and
schizophrenia (31). An additional Social Responsiveness
Scale peak was noted when we used a cut-off for mild
impairment to create a categorical affection status (14q32;
PPL=0.37). The 14q32 region has been associated with
autism through cytogenetic abnormalities and copynumber
variation (32, 33). While social skills and communication are
fundamentally related, it is unclear from our data whether
ascertainment for performance language assessments in-
creased the power to detect social behavior (34–37) because
of that relationship. A conservative interpretation is that the
deep phenotyping performed in this study was simply more
likely to find multiple strong effects across phenotypic
domains than were studies with fewer phenotypic data. The

FIGURE 4. Follow-Up Association Analysis of SNPs Under Genetic Linkage Peaks for Three Non-Language-Related Traits in 79
Families With Both Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and Specific Language Impairmenta
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a No cPPLD values were observed that could account for the linkage signals with the Yale-Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale or the Social
Responsiveness Scale as a quantitative or dichotomous trait.

b PPL, posterior probability of linkage. cPPLD, combined posterior probability of linkage disequilibrium.
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Social Responsiveness Scale is a good quantitativemetric for
mapping autism loci, as it has yielded strong findings in
other studies (38, 39). However, this appears to be the first
gene mapping study to also use a cut-off for mild im-
pairment on the Social Responsiveness Scale, which is
more analogous to procedures in the broader literature
on the autism phenotype, where the affected/unaffected
distinction is commonly applied. We also believe this is
the first use of the YBOCS as a quantitative trait in genome-
wide analysis of ASD. The empirical performance appears
quite good according to our data, suggesting that wider use
of this measure may be warranted in ASD research, es-
pecially in family genetic studies, where specific behaviors
may be apparent in some family members but not severe
enough to impair activities of daily living. Our specific
finding on 13q does not coincide with results in OCD studies
but does align with those in previous autism genetic studies
(4, 40, 41).
While the linkage analysis showed several strong peaks

with different language- and non-language-related traits,
there were no strong association signals either under the
peaks or across the remaining genome. As mentioned in
the Results section, the regions under the linkage peaks are
not adequately tagged for comprehensive association
analysis by the Axiom 1.0 array, as is the case for much
of the genome, and this greatly decreases the chance of
observing associations. The modest number of subjects
also limits the power to detect common variants of small
effect. Additionally, recent evidence suggests that autism
has significant allelic heterogeneity, and association ana-
lyses have generally not been replicated except for variants
with very small effects (42). Studies of rare variants indicate
widespread heterogeneity (43–46), though it remains un-
clear what proportions of genetic mechanisms for ASD
involve rare, infrequent, or common variants.
The issue of allelic heterogeneity across disorders is still

uncharacterized from both theoretical and empirical
points of view, but it is quite relevant to the debate on
genetic overlap between disorders. Until reasonably in-
ferred functional alleles are associated in each disorder,
it is not possible to directly address the issue of whether
the same genetic variants within the same gene are re-
levant to both specific language impairment and ASD
(11, 47). Hence, it is possible that the origins of language
impairment and ASD have some of the same key genes but
not the same underlying variants or molecular mecha-
nisms. However, if functional variants are the same for
both disorders, then it remains to be explained why some
members of the family develop specific language impair-
ment and not ASD. It could be that individuals manifesting
language impairment have a smaller genetic load for such
variants or that language impairment is a truly dissociable
subcomponent in at least some forms of ASD. We will
continue susceptibility allele mapping in our pedigrees
with autism and language impairment to disentangle
these complicated mechanisms.
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